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ABSTRACT
The way HR function has been evolving, from a purely administrative and
labour oriented function to being a change driver in today’s knowledge era, is a
testimony to the great strides the function has taken, in reshaping, reorienting
and reinventing itself, to align closer and nearer to the business realities and
expectations. The profession has been responding to business needs by coming
up with contextually relevant solutions to address issues of organisation
effectiveness, viz., issues like, values and culture, diversity and inclusion,
employee wellbeing, employer image and reputation and so on. It is now widely
realised that the scope of the function is very vast and a continuous
introspection and renewed focus on its future role vis-à-vis the business strategy
and business model is necessary for its repositioning for competitive
advantage. In this paper, the author describes the way forward for the HR
function, so that it gets the desired place at the top.
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1. Need for introspection

Alice in Wonderland - Lewis Carroll
“One day Alice came to fork in the road and saw a Cheshire cat in a tree.
“Which road do I take?” she asked.
His response was a question: Where do you want to go?”
“I don’t know,” Alice answered.
“Then,” said the cat, “it doesn’t matter.”
In the context of business organisations today, the above conversation in Alice in
Wonderland is very relevant for any thinking manager, who is concerned about
the future role of his profession. It is a well-established fact that HR in many
progressive organisations has undergone a transformation and repositioned itself.
Yet, many a times one faces situations as cited above, wherein HR functionaries,
depending upon the stage at which they are operating, seem to be caught up
struggling for an answer as to where they wants to move further. If HR keeps
asking for direction, unless it is confident of the direction where it seeks to move,
the others functions would continue to direct and dictate their priorities on HR,
using them as their errand boy. Unless and until HR by itself does not start
deciding its direction, it cannot remain sustainable. HR requires to introspect as
to its future role in organisations and follow a self directed path, make mid
course correction along the way, and leave firm foot prints behind.

2. New Skill sets required for HR

“Everybody has accepted by now that change is unavoidable. But that
still implies that change is like death and taxes – it should be postponed
as long as possible and no change would be vastly preferable. But in a
period of upheaval, such as the one we are living in, Change is the
norm.”

- Peter Drucker -Management Challenges for the 21st century
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In organisations, HR issues will always exist; and there will always be a place
for talented people who understand business, the intricate organizational
dynamics and the levers to maximize employee performance.
Today, the skills that many of the in-house HR professionals have and display
are generally compliance related w.r.t. many laws and regulations associated
with the workforce. Most of HR functionaries are process-oriented generalists
who have expertise in personnel benefits, compensation, training and labor
relations. They are focused on internal matters such as engagement,
empowerment, and managing cultural issues These skills have not changed a
great deal over the years. The inherent problem is that it is possible to be
successful in HR with these skills; yet still have no real understanding of
business or the ability to contribute on a strategic level. What they can’t do
very well is relate HR to real-world business needs. They don’t know how key
decisions are made, and they have great difficulty analyzing why people or
whole parts of the organization are not meeting the business’s performance
goals.
To ensure true professionalism, organisations have to ensure the desirable skill
set for HR professionals, like broad problem-solving ability, systems thinking,
solid business background, understanding of technology and comfort with
ambiguity. These skills, coupled with an ability to recognize the high leverage
points for HR, predicate success for HR professionals. What is required is a
combination of specialist and generalist experience, to really understand both
the business and people aspects of a problem and learn to pull it all together.
At the very core, there are certain capabilities that every HR function must both
maintain and grow. These include Leadership development, Delivery of
training, Organizational development capacity and Change management skills.
While these capabilities are required to manage the organisations current
priorities and issues, HR must also focus on managing the workforce for the
future and address certain key issues like what changes in management
practices are required to manage and lead a 21st century workforce, how the
HR function will address these future workforce challenges and what potential
future workforce issues should it be prepared to address?

3. Leveraging technology and HR Outsourcing

Innovation is the ability to see change as an opportunity – not a threat
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On an immediate basis, Organisations should pay attention to leveraging
innovations in technology to fundamentally change the way HR is
traditionally positioned. With technology, HR can leverage more information
about its workforce, deliver more and better employee friendly services and
make the entire process employee focussed through self-service portals. At the
same time, one must realise that flawless execution of all the transactional and
processing related work that HR does w.r.t. its employees is critical and
compelling. These transactions have got to be done absolutely right with zero
defect. Keeping things running well would continue to be a primary role for
HR.
In today’s competitive world, organisations must realise that there are
outsourcing alternatives available for every product and service, including the
option to outsource the entire HR function. Since the performance of HR
services is a fundamental way a company connects with its employees, HR
must rigorously determine where it can add differentiated value by keeping a
product or service in-house and where outsourcing offers a stronger product,
delivered more efficiently. Accordingly, to concentrate more and more on
strategic value added interventions, organisations could consider HR
outsourcing. When HR is organized into functional silos, e.g., compensation,
benefits, training, etc., the HR executive gets into his own trap in balancing
resources and priorities within the function. By HR outsourcing or leveraging
technology, he is able to look beyond the functional silos.

4. HR and its various dimensions
The various HR dimensions which have a huge impact on competitive edge of
an organisation have been adequately captured in the following diagram:
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5. HR – The Way forward
The primary role in any organization to initiate a “change process” is of HR.
Unless we are ready for change, unless we ourselves believe in change, how
can we initiate change process and expect others to change?

While looking at the futuristic role for HR, it is important to assess why HR has
lost out its place at the top. On introspection, one realises that there have been
certain historical Issues which have hampered its growth. Some of these are,
generally speaking, lack of a comprehensive vision, too much of transactional
focus, reputation as inaccessible, inconsistent and non-responsive, lack of
integration of its decisions to business, holding dated and traditional view, risk
averse, lack of procedural discipline, Insufficient competencies and skills in key
areas, etc. Unlike the disciplines of Finance & Accounts where standards and
norms are non negotiable, HR has earned the reputation of adjusting, mending
and breaking its own set rules and procedures, for getting short term popularity.
It fails in its ability to be assertive to explain the long term effects of any of its
decisions. For such short term popularity of some of its professionals, the
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entire function sometimes loses its respect and in some instances, been used at
the whims and fancies of top management, losing its professional content.

The arrogance of success is to think that what you did yesterday will be
sufficient for tomorrow.

- William Pollard

Organisations need to introspect on where the next generation of HR
professionals would come from? The way today’s professionals are developing
through the ranks of in-house HR departments, by performing various HR
functionalities role and where training is largely on-the-job, may not be the best
way for a strategic HR positioning. The career path where mastery across HR
discipline has been achieved is likely to disappear. As organisations can resort
to options of HR outsourcing, with adequate checks and balances, the entry
point for HR careers could, in future, be such that more specialists are created
than generalists.
In fact in many organisations today, the top HR position is being held by a
senior executive from the line department and not a career HR professional.
This is increasingly due to the fact that depth of business experience along with
highly developed consulting skills, is seen as the best combination for senior
HR roles. While there will always be a need for seasoned technical experts,
with specialisation in HR domain areas, the business partner role of HR would
always require real business understanding and the ability to formulate and
deploy HR strategies aligned with business objectives.
It is time that we in HR realise that HR is no longer only a soft service function.
Many CEOs voice their disappointment with their HR executives. They would
like them to be used as their sounding boards and trusted partners and rely on
their skills in linking people and numbers to diagnose weaknesses and strengths
in the organization, find the right fit between employees and jobs, and advise on
the talent implications of the company’s strategy. There is this gap between
HR’s functional perception and line management’s perception, a disconnect
between what HR now does and what CEOs want. Those HR professionals who
understand the language of business, who speak in financial terms and who
express the value of their work in relation to its impact on the bottom line make
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HR a compelling component in strategy discussions. Unfortunately a typical HR
executive is caught up with his own functional related issues that he is not able
to think beyond and gets caught up with reactive issues. Also to connect with a
CEO quickly, HR head should be able talk in terms of return on investment,
rather than an expense view of the function. Such HR professionals who have
the business acumen to contribute to business strategy at the highest
organizational levels would be able to lead the shift in the HR profession to the
strategic levels. HR must do the organizational research necessary to drill down
and find out where gaps exist—then identify strategies to eliminate them. HR
functions that do not do this strategic work will continually default to
transactional issues.
How do we ensure that HR stays focused on this compelling work? It requires
leadership from the top. The best HR executives normally focus on a few
strategic priorities and have an agenda derived from the company’s business
objectives. When HR executives start contributing at the strategic level, they
become partners in setting up the organization and its people strategies. It
promotes a new level of partnership between HR and management. This
quickly begins to change the perception of the HR role. Business partnering
skills are really consulting skills—which include active listening, asking the
right questions and integrating the answers with the issues and working towards
an integrated and sustainable interventions and solutions. This is a different
level of behavior for HR and HR professionals must continue to be deliver
consultative-level services to their operations and businesses. Consulting skills
help the HR professional identify real organizational problems—the “root
cause” that may underlie in any organisational issue. Without this level of
analytical rigor, HR programs and initiatives can be misdirected, failing to
address the systemic issue. The partnership between leaders who are committed
to their workforce and HR professionals who understand the drivers of the
business would be incredibly powerful and this combination would create an
exciting work for HR.

6. Conclusion
It is compelling and exciting when businesses step outside the box and take HR
out of the box. It is also exciting when Human Resources is considered not just
as a department in an organisation, but as its heart and soul. In such companies,
there is no longer an “HR Department”. HR is a shared responsibility where
many people have HR as a component of their job. This would reinforce the
message to everyone in the organization that fundamentally, “every issue is a
people issue.” HR professionals who are able to actively convince their
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leadership that every decision is about “people”, are ultimately able to add real
organizational value and move HR to the top seat in the organisation.
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